CHICANA/O AND LATINA/O STUDIES, CERTIFICATE

PEOPLE

CHICANA/O AND LATINA/O STUDIES (CLS) DIRECTOR

- Rubén Medina (Spanish and Portuguese)

FACULTY

- Erin Barbato (School of Law)
- Patrick Barrett (Sociology)
- Theresa Delgadillo (English and Chican@ & Latin@ Studies)
- Falina Enriquez (Anthropology)
- Alberta M. Gloria (Counseling Psychology)
- Mary Louise Gomez (Curriculum and Instruction)
- Paola Hernández (Spanish & Portuguese)
- Armando Ibarra (School for Workers and Chican@ & Latin@ Studies)
- Kathryn Kirchgasler (Curriculum & Instruction)
- Edna Ledesma (Planning & Landscape Architecture)
- Michael Light (Chican@ & Latin@ Studies and Sociology)
- Lori Lopez (Communication Arts)
- Benjamin Márquez (Political Science)
- Sara McKinnon (Communication Arts)
- Almita Miranda (Chican@ & Latin@ Studies and Geography)
- Alfonso Morales (Planning & Landscape Architecture)
- Mariana Pacheco (Curriculum and Instruction)
- Alison Powers Useche (History)
- Marla Ramírez Tahuado (History and Chican@ & Latin@ Studies)
- Steve Quintana (Counseling Psychology)
- Sarah Rios (Community & Environmental Sociology)
- Diana Rodríguez-Gómez (Educational Policy Studies)
- Diego Román (Curriculum and Instruction)
- Carolina Sarmiento (School of Human Ecology)
- Revel Sims (Chican@ & Latin@ Studies and Planning & Landscape Architecture)
- Kate Vieira (Curriculum and Instruction)
- Juan Zalapa (Horticulture)

INSTRUCTORS

- Megan Bailon
- Yesenia Cervera

EMERITUS FACULTY

- Andrea-Teresa Arenas
- Jim Escalante (Art)
- Consuelo López (Gender & Women's Studies)
- Francisco Scarano (History)

STAFF

- Steve Stern (History)
- Lynet Uttal (Counseling Psychology)

- Rachelle Eilers (Certificate Advisor)
- Peter Haney (Program Administrator)
- Raquel Tapia Orozco (Project Assistant)